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General considerations
All syntheses were conducted under rigorous exclusion of air and moisture using Schlenk line and glovebox techniques. Proton ( 1 H) and carbon ( 13 C) spectra were obtained on an Advance AV-400 MHz spectrometer at 400 and 100 MHz, respectively. Proton and carbon were referenced to residual resonances of C6D6.
Materials
All anhydrous metal salts and were purchased from Strem or Sigma-Aldrich, stored under an A crystal was placed onto the tip of a thin glass optical fiber and mounted on a Bruker SMART APEX II CCD platform diffractometer at the X-ray Crystallographic Facility, Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester (Rochester, NY). Data collection was conducted at 100 K using MoK radiation (graphite monochromator) [3] . The structure was solved using SHELXT-2014/5 [4] and refined using SHELXL-2014/7 [5] . The space group P1 was determined based on intensity statistics. A direct-methods solution was calculated which provided most non-hydrogen atoms from the E-map. Full-matrix least squares/difference Fourier cycles were performed which located the remaining non-hydrogen atoms. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms on the allylic portions of the anions were found from the difference Fourier map and their positions were refined independently from those of their respective bonded carbon atoms. However, their isotropic displacement parameters were refined relative to the (equivalent) anisotropic displacement parameters of their respective bonded carbon atoms. All other hydrogen atoms were placed in ideal positions and refined as riding atoms with relative isotropic displacement parameters.
[(Benzene)K(1,3-(SiMe3)2C3H3)], [(toluene)K(1,3-(SiMe3)2C3H3)]
X-ray crystallographic data were collected on a Rigaku Oxford Diffraction Supernova diffractometer. Crystal samples were handled under immersion oil and quickly transferred to a cold nitrogen stream. The crystals were kept at 100 K during data collection. Under Olex2 [6] , the structure was solved with the SHELXT 7 structure solution program using direct methods and refined with the SHELXL [5] refinement package using least squares minimization. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters.
General procedures for calculations
All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09W [8] or Gaussian 16 (Linux) suite of programs [9] . The B3PW91 functional, which incorporates Becke's three-parameter exchange functional [10] with the 1991 gradient-corrected correlation functional of Perdew and Wang [11] , was used. For dispersion-corrected calculations, Grimme's D3 correction [12] with additional Becke-Johnson damping was used [13] (Gaussian keyword: empiricaldispersion=GD3BJ) . For the energy of metal allyl complex formation (M + + [A´] -→ [MA´]), the def2-TZVPD basis set was used on all atoms, with the accompanying ECP used for Cs [14] . For all other calculations, the def2-TZVP basis set was used on all atoms, with an ECP on Cs. An ultrafine grid was used for all calculations (Gaussian keyword: int=ultrafine). 
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